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The CompanyDatamtx (www.datamtx.com / formerly Datamatics) established in 1993 and

globally HQ'd in Atlanta has a stellar history supporting both Tier 1 and 2 ERP rollouts ranging

from implementations, data cleanse, migrations, customization, hypercare and Day 1

support. We are also nationally aligned with some of the nation’s leading accounting firms &

VARs.Our ERP coverage includes: SAP, Oracle EBS/Fusion, Peoplesoft, JDE, Infor

(CloudeSuite, M3, LX, XA, LN, System 21, Factory Track) MacPac, IFS, Epicor, SysPro,

D365.One of our longest standing service verticals has been supporting legacy Sharepoint &

.NET systems which we're modernizing using Microsoft Power Apps and UiPath to

accelerate our customer's transformation of various business processes. As part of our

team, you will be at the forefront of implementing and managing cutting-edge technology

solutions, utilizing RPA and digital systems to enhance operational efficiency, reduce errors,

and optimize cost-effectiveness.We have urgent openings for multiple UiPath engineers based

in India. You will have the option of working remote from home or at one of our offices in

Ghaziabad, Chennai or Colombo. Responsibilities:1. Design, develop, and implement RPA

solutions using UiPath to automate complex business processes.2. Integrate RPA with

existing systems and databases to create seamless and efficient workflows.3. Maintain and

troubleshoot RPA platforms, ensuring optimal performance and reliability.4. Collaborate closely

with various departments to understand their processes and identify automation

opportunities.5. Create and maintain comprehensive documentation for RPA processes,

including technical specifications, system modifications, and process workflows.6. Train end-

users and provide ongoing support and guidance on RPA usage.7. Keep abreast of the
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latest advancements in RPA and digital system technologies, and recommend improvements to

enhance our financial processes.8. Ensure compliance with all relevant regulations and

adhere to company standards and procedures.Qualifications:1. Bachelor's degree in

Computer Science, Information Systems, or a related field.2. Minimum of 3 years of experience

in Robotic Process Automation (RPA) and digital systems programming, preferably in the

finance industry.3. Proven expertise in UiPath, with UiPath Developer certification highly

desirable.4. Extensive knowledge of .Net (or similar) and other programming languages.5.

Exceptional problem-solving skills, with the ability to think critically and analytically.6.

Excellent customer-facing experience, superior English communication (both written and

oral) and interpersonal skills, with a proven ability to collaborate effectively with a diverse

team across borders. 8. High level of attention to detail, with a commitment to accuracy and

quality.9. Ability to manage multiple tasks and projects simultaneously, meet deadlines,

and adapt to changing priorities.10. Strong commitment to continuous learning and

professional development in the field of RPA and digital systems.
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